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Overview

This document describes the system in response to the wish list item W-0202 ‘Fireman’s Health
and
location
tracking
system’
in
EMSD
E&M
InnoPortal
(https://inno.emsd.gov.hk/en/it-wish-list/index.html)

3

Requirements

The following summary and expected outcome are extracted from the aforementioned wishlist.

3.1 Project Summary and Challenges
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Real-time monitoring of Fireman’s heart rate, core temperature, dissolved oxygen;
Real-time reporting of Fireman’s abnormality to affected Fireman and the remaining Squad
nearby;
Real-time location tracking of all Fireman's in the incident ground;
Real-time alert to standby rescue team for reinforcement;
The system shall identify the ID of the Fireman, the health, environment data by IoT
sensors in the fire-fighter's suit;
No hardwiring for sensors, a body-based network shall pick up all IDs, health & sensor
data;
Sensor data shall be adaptive, with fire-fighting suit, it will measure outside temperature,
in-suit temperature, humidity, etc. With diving suit, it will measure depth, air volume
remaining, etc;
Synthesized voice alert to Squads in the incident ground through ear plug;
An incident ground Squad mesh network for IoT sensor data and alert messages among all
fire ground parties;
The strength of this mesh network shall be enhanced with more members present in the
scene;
The whole solution shall be an integrated solution,
Connecting the Squad mesh network with an incident ground communication network;
Connecting Knowledge Management Portal with voice based searching function for expert
opinions in such an emergency situation.

3.2 Expected Outcome
●
●
●
●
●
●

An ear-plug type health monitor to measure heart rate, core temperature, dissolved
oxygen, etc
Data to voice synthesizer to alert Fireman for health data;
Fireman tracking tools to send location to standby rescue team and nearby Squad through
voice;
Software to capture Fire-fighting ground data and display on console map of standby
rescue team;
Fireman RFID tags, wearable sensors for different environment data to be fitted into the
fire-fighter's suit;
Develop Body Area Network protocol to collect wearable IoT data;
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Further development on Body Area Network to adapt to different fireman's operation suits
Voice based Chatbot with Natural Language Processor (NLP) trained to Fire-fighter's
language;
Development of a wearable radio device - Central Monitoring Unit (CMU) to collect and
send data to the incident ground Squad mesh network
Development of an incident ground Squad mesh network using zigbee technology inside
the fire ground;
Above components shall be integrated into an overall system.
CMUs shall associate with another incident ground perimeter radio network to be setup on
adhoc basis;
A cloud based Knowledge Management Portal with Siri like searching function for providing
expert opinions to Fire-fighters in emergency situations.
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Development Phases

Based on the urgency and technical feasibility of the required features, we plan to split the entire
project into three phases as following,
Phase 1 Data communication
This phase includes a body area network that captures the biometric data of firemen, the chemical
content of surrounding and data of firemen’ equipment when the fireman is a fire scene. The
captured data is collected by a central monitoring unit (CMU),
The communication between the CMUs and a Command Center outside the fire scene is done via
a mesh network. Each CMU not only sends out its data, but also receives data from other CMU
and relay it to the next CMU. The routing of which CMU relays which CMUs’ data are done
automatically.
The mesh network has several advantages. Firstly, as the number of communication nodes
increases, the network becomes more robust. Secondly, there is no single point of failure, in case
one of the relaying CMU is broken down, other CMU would take its place,
The Command Center displays the data captured from each fireman, identifies abnormality on the
data by comparing it with a database, and sends out alerts to the fireman with usual condition via
the mesh network.
The alert is delivered to the fireman using a synthesized voice.

Phase 2 Video streaming
This phase includes the network to send live video footage captured in a body worn camera to a
control center outside the fire scene

Phase 3 Location tracking
This phase includes the mechanism to measure the location of each fireman in an indoor
environment, and the way to display the fireman location when the layout of the environment is not
always available.
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Phase 1 Data communication

The radio propagation environment for fire fighting in Hong Kong is very challenging. For example,
there are underground shopping malls, large industrial buildings and high rise residential buildings.
All of these buildings are built with concrete which further hinders radio wave propagation.

In addition, fire and smoke further reduce the strength of radio waves, as we are going to discuss
in Appendix A. It is very difficult for a single transceiver outside the building to cover every corner
inside these structures.
One way to improve the radio waves coverage is to put a repeater inside the building to amplify the
signal, but it takes some time to setup the link between each repeater in case more than one
repeaters are needed. It would not be met easily in the chaotic situation in a fire scene.
A mesh network could be deployed and setup in an ad-hoc fashion. The network would arrange
themselves automatically to establish a link between the source and destination nodes. The
following figures illustrate the concept.
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Each fireman wears a Central Monitoring Unit (CMU) that gathers data from the sensors around
his body. In addition to the wearable CMU, the squad also needs to place some stationary CMU as
they are entering the fire scene. This stationary CMU helps relaying the signal from nearby
wearable CMU. The stationary CMU could also include chemical and temperature sensors to
monitor the environment.
There are one or multiple border routers outside the fire scene to gather data from the CMUs. The
data is then sent to a Command Center outside the fire scene via a network cable or wireless
means.

5.1 Wearable CMU
We expect the wearable to be worn inside the fireman suit. The following figure shows the
wearable CMU and sensors that the fireman may carry.
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The functionalities of Central Monitoring Unit (CMU) should include the followings
- Collect data from sensors
- Transmit sensor data to outside
- Relay data from other CMU
- Alert user by voice
- Pair user identity

Body area network
Given the availability of sensors, protocol profile and communication modules, we reckon the best
wireless technology to form the Body Area Network is Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). For example,
protocol wise, there is a HTP (Health Thermometer Profile) and HRP (Heart Rate Profile) that we can
use for sending body temperature and heart rate. Sensors wise, there are off-the-shelf BLE
sensors or modules that we can use for this application
Most BLE sensors have a transmit power of at least 0dBm and BLE receiver has a receive
sensitivity of least -90dBm. Therefore, there is at least a 90dB link budget to cover the signal loss
between the transmitter and receiver. It is safe to assume the CMU can receive any BLE sensor
that is also worn on the body.

Mesh networking
To have the best radio link between nodes in the mesh network, we reckon VHF frequency is more
suitable for this usage scenario as it suffers less degradation when going through different building
materials and smoke. More discussion can be found in Appendix A.
There are different mesh network technologies today, notable mentions are Bluetooth Mesh,
Zigbee, Thread and Z-wave. Each technology has a different focus, some focus on low power
consumption on some node, some focus on direct IP addressiblity from outside world, etc.
The comparison of Bluetooth Mesh, Zigbee and thread can be found in Appendix B.
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In this project, the characteristics are
- All nodes need to relay data
- Some nodes need to send its own data
- The packet size from each node is small
- The packet sending rate is high (once packet every 5-10 seconds), comparing to other IOT
application
- Most traffic are send to a few node, the border nodes
- Small portion of traffic are from the border nodes to other nodes
- The radio link between nodes could be bad and some nodes may only have few
neighbouring nodes to connect to
In view of the above characteristic, we reckon a more tailor-made mesh protocol would be needed.

Synthesized voice
The Command Center sends alert to individual firemen via the mesk network. We reckon the best
way is to send the alert in a format of a command via the mesh network to the target CMU.
The CMU then converts the command into voice and speak to the fireman.

Robustness
The wearable CMU should tolerate a temperature that a human body can tolerate. We reckon the
CMU should be able to tolerate 60℃. The stationary CMU needs to withstand a much higher
temperature as it is supposed to be left on the floor of the fire scene.
The CMU should also be waterproof to withstand the water from fire sprinkler or fire hose.
The CMU should withstand a certain impact as the fireman may pump into obstacles.

Motion Detection
The wearable CMU should have a motion sensor to detect if the fireman is staying upright, lying
down or remain motionless.
It may be easily confused with the case that the fireman has dropped the CMU on the ground, but
in that case, the CMU would lose the link with the biometric sensor. The system should be able to
tell the difference.

Paring with Fireman’s Sensors
As firemen almost always go in a group, the CMU worn by one fireman would pick up the signal
from all the biometric sensors within the group.
We expect a CMU only connects with a particular set of sensors which belongs to a fireman. A
mapping table describing the CMU to sensors pairing is stored in a database in the Command
Center. When the CMU identified which fireman is using it, it would get the MAC address of the
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paired sensor and only connect to those sensors. To identify the fireman, a convenient way is to
have a RFID reader in the CMU for scanning the RFID tag worn by the fireman.

Functional block of Wearable CMU
The following figure shows the functional block inside the wearable CMU

Functional blocks of Stationary CMU
The following figure shows the functional block inside stationary the stationary CMU
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Features of CMU
●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

Robustness for Wearable CMU
○ working temperature -30℃ to 60 ℃
○ IPX8
○ Impact: withstand 2m vertical drop test
Robustness for Stationary CMU
○ To be defined
Bluetooth connectivity
○ Work in BLE central role, connect up to 5 BLE sensors
○ Gather data from sensors
○ Send voice to earpiece/speaker
Mesh network connectivity
○ Sent out sensors’ data to Command Center
○ Repeat data from other CMU
○ Network data rate : at least once every 10 second for each CMU
○ Maximum number of CMU in a network : 20
○ Working at sub-GHz frequency, such as 169MHz, 433MHz or 915MHz
Battery
○ Rechargeable battery, support the system of up to 48hrs
Motion detection
○ Detect if the user is lying down or motionless
User identification
○ RFID reader working at frequency 13.56MHz
User interface
○ Indicate the connection status to sensors
○ Indicate the connection status to mesh network
○ Indicate remaining battery
Platysens Ltd Confidential 2020
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5.2 Biometric sensor and Audio feedback
The biometric sensors measure heart rate, oxygen saturation and body temperature and send the
data to CMU. The biometric data would then be monitored and examined by the Command Center.
If the biometric data are outside an acceptable range for that fireman. The Command Center
sends command to the CMU to alert the user. The alert is delivered to the fireman using a human
voice. We reckon there are two approaches.

Approach A - All done in an earpiece
In this approach, a custom made device look similar to the figures below measures heart rate, ear
temperature and SpO2 using visible and infrared light.

The device sends the measured biometric data to CMU and gets the human voice from the CMU
via BLE.

The ear temperature is considered to be an accurate measure to reflect body core temperature.
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Measuring temperature in the ear canal is common practice in the medical industry, but there are
not many devices in the market that measure ear temperature continuously. A product we could
find is like this for firefighters from German company Cosinuss.

Measuring heart rate in ear canal is getting popular in the sports industries. There are some heart
rate monitoring earphones in the market, and a Hong Kong company, Well Being Digital is expert
in this field. There are also products in the market that measure heart rate and temperature, like
this one also from German company Cosinuss.

There is a French company, Bodysens, that measures heart rate and temperature by an earlobe
clip wrapped inside the face mask.
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There is no product in the market that measures SpO2 in the ear.

Approach B - Armband and bone conduction speaker
In this approach, an arm band contains sensors that measure heart rate, SpO2 using visible light,
body temperature using direct contact. Voice is delivered to the fireman using a bone conduction
speaker or a speaker inside the CMU.
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We recommend armband over wrist band because it is more accurate and causes less obstruction
to movement. Wrist worn heart rate sensors are common in the sports watch market. However, if
the user’s skin colour is dark, wrist has lots of hair, or wrist is very boney, the accuracy would
degrade a lot. There are armband heart rate monitor in the market, such as this one from Finland
company Polar,

And there are many armband thermometers in the market for monitoring baby temperature,
specifically during fever, like this one from China company Fora,

Measure SpO2 continuously are usually done by a clip in the finger or earlobe, as most often
found in equipment in hospital. There is a Hong Kong company, Belun that measures SpO2 in
finger to monitor sleep quality

All these products are for users who remain stationary, like during sleep or medical checkup. It is
hard to measure SpO2 accurately if the user is moving, and that may explain why there is no such
device in the market.
Actually, measuring SpO2 may not be necessary if the person is moving. If the person is still able
to move, his SpO2 should remain rather high. SpO2 monitor is important if the person stops
moving, in that case, we should be able to measure SpO2 accurately in the armband. In the
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armband device, we could use a motion sensor to determine if the measured SpO2 is reliable or
not.
Bone conduction speakers are widely available in the sports market like this BLE bone conduction
headset from US company Aftershokz.

We suggest developing a custom made speakers that clip under the fireman helmet. It could give
good sound quality as it uses the entire helmet as a resonator. Also, the user does not need to
wear one extra gear.

Discussion
We compare these two approaches in various aspects
Approach

A - all in ear

B - Armband and speaker

Affect the user’s hearing

Yes, as one ear is blocked

Little

Comfortable to wear

worse

better

Measuring SpO2

could only feasible if user not
moving

could only feasible if user not
moving

Depends on the fitting of the
earpiece

May affect by the skin colour

Factory affecting
rate accuracy

Heart
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5.3 Chemical sensors
The chemical sensors can be a stand alone BLE device, which pair up with the wearable CMU and
deliver the reading of corresponding sensor to the Command Center. Or it can be integrated with
the stationary CMU.

There are sensor components in the market that detect the following gas
1. O2 - Oxygen
2. CO2 - Carbon Dioxide
3. CO - Carbon Monoxide
4. H2S - Hydrogen Sulfide
5. CH - Methane

Gas sensors with BLE connectivity are available in the market, like the following from US company
Honeywell.
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We may use the off-the- shelf sensor like the above if it means the operating environment.

5.4 Breath apparatus oxygen content reading
We would use the BLE oxygen content meter that comes with the breath apparatus used by the
Fire Service Department.

5.5 Border Node
The border node acts as the border of the mesh network. It is placed in the perimeter of the fire
scene. All CMUs send their data to this node. This node aggregate the data and send it to the
Command Center using Ethernet or WiFi.
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5.6 Command Center
The Command Center is a software running in iPad or PC for monitoring and management of the
CMU, it can
1. Check the status of CMU
2. Display real-time data from CMU
3. Alert if abnormal reading on sensor
4. Send remote command to CMU
All data received from CMU is compared to the data in a database of the statistics of a particular
fireman. If the biometric data is too far from the past statistics, the system would issue an alert to
the fireman by sending a remote command to the CMU
The Command center software would also monitor the concentration of certain gas. For example,
the software would issue an alert to all firemen if the concentration of combustible gas is too high.
The Command center software would also check the status of a particular CMU, like which fireman
is using it, the remaining battery, etc.
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CMU status page
Example of the CMU status page is

Data Display page for all fireman
Example of the page showing useful information of all firemen.

The system will show alert for reading excess the normal threshold (can be learn by result record
or manual input)
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Data Display page for one particular fireman
This page show the trend of data for a particular fireman

Remote command page
This is an example page for sending command to a particular fireman. Apart from sending the alert
manually. The system could also send the alert automatically based on some pre-defined criteria.
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Phase 2 Video streaming

6.1 Discussion
Firefighting is a very dangerous task and firemen put their lives in a very dangerous position. The
more information gathered from the fire scene, the better the commander can assess the situation.
Streaming a video showing what the firemen see is very useful for commander to know what is
happening.
The video may include visible light, night vision and thermal imaging

The key challenge is how to send the captured video outside reliably. As discussed in the previous
chapter, the radio wave propagation environment is very challenging.
If using a modern low data rate video compression, like H.264, a 1Mbps bit stream would be
enough to carry a decent video.

6.2 Potential technologies
Star network using 4G/5G
The video stream over 4G network is a common practise nowadays, applications such as
facebook live or youtube live can be streamed via 4G network. However, as fire scenes may be
deep inside a building or underground, signal coverage from commercial 4G base stations on top
of building may not be good enough to support live video streaming.
We reckon a dedicated 4G LTE base station place next to the fire scene may provide enough
signal coverage to support a multiple radio link with 1Mbps data rate.
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Mesh networking
Another possible way to stream video out of the fire scene is to use the mesh network developed
in phase 1. The data rate between two nodes must be in the order 1Mbps. To achieve this, the
CMU needs another high data rate wireless transceiver such as LTE Direct mode operating in
sub-GHz frequency.
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Phase 3 Location tracking

7.1 Discussion
Nowadays, indoor location tracking are using done in one of the following methods
-

Radio signal strength mapping, used in WiFi positioning
Presence of radio signal, used in iBeacon positioning
Time of fight from multiple beacon, used in UWB positioning

All these methods assume some signal generation beacons are pre-installed in the premises with
floor plan clearly marked where the beacons are installed.
In this application, no beacon could be installed and usually there is no floor plan. Even the
location of the fireman could be found, displaying the location to the user without a floor plan is
equally challenging.
We have found some papers in academia that tackles this problem. [6] proposed a method that
uses inertial sensors on both feet and ranging between firemen to estimate the position. [7]
proposed a scheme that uses inertial sensor and starting point beacon to track the location.

7.2 Potential technologies
We reckon using inertial sensor alone is not sufficient to estimate the location accurately. [8]
explain various ways to do indoor positioning using time of flight. We think the following
combination of technologies are worth considering.

7.2.1 Inertial sensor + Time of flight
This approach combine the location estimated by inertial sensor and the time of flight to improve
the estimated location

7.2.2 Mesh network + Time of flight
Based on the mesh network built in phase 1, if a time of flight estimation technology, like UWB,
are added into each node, the system can estimate the distance between each node. After
gathering the distances between nodes from all the nodes, the system could create a picture of
where every node is.

7.2.3 Lidar for real time floor plan acquisition and location estimation
Nowadays autonomous vehicles use Lidar to scan the surroundings. If a Lidar is installed in the
helmet of the fireman and send the data of the surroundings back to a central server. The
system should be able to construct the floor plan of the fire scene incrementally.
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Schedule

8.1 Phase 1a Proof of Concept
In this phase, we aim to demonstrate the key features of CMU in a real working environment,
Specifically, the body area network to connect to sensors and mesh network to outside. Other
features such as robustness, battery life, user identification and user interface are not met or
partially met.
To demonstrate the body area network and mesh network, we plan to build or use the following
devices
1. Wearable CMU with BLE connectivity and mesh network connectivity
2. Stationary CMU with mesh network connectivity
3. Border node that gather the data from CMUs and send to computer/iPad
4. A simplified version of Command Center software showing the heart rate of all wearable CMU
and gas content from stationary CMU
5. Off-the-shelf BLEheart rate sensor
6. Off-the-shelf gas sensor
6. bone conduction piece for voice feedback

Demonstration
Setup
5 pieces of CMU each with a heart rate sensor and bone conduction piece
Test environments
FSD training facilities with smoke and fire
Functionalities
The Command center software show the heart rate and gas sensor measured from CMUs
A few buttons in the software to send command to wearable CMU
Estimated development schedule
3 months

8.2 Phase 1b Development and Production
The exact specification should be defined after the completion of Phase 1a, but at the moment we
can roughly define the following scope of work

Wearable CMU
This involves the hardware and software development to fulfil all the features listed in phase 1, and
the production of all the hardware.
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Stationary CMU
This involves the hardware and software development to fulfil all the features explained in phase 1,
and the production of all the hardware.

Biometric Sensor
Depending on the approach taken, it would be hardware and software development for the in-ear
or armband, or just a combination of suitable sensors available in the market.

Chemical Sensor
Depending on the operating environment, we may just purchase a third party sensor and integrate
to the system, or build one that meets the operation environment.

Border Node
This involves the hardware and software development to fulfil all the features explained in phase 1,
and the production of all the hardware.

Command Center
This involves the software development of the command center application.
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9

Budget

9.1 Phase 1a
TBD

9.2 Phase 1
TBD
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11 Appendix A Discussion on Radio Propagation in
Fire Scene
Data rate estimation
We make the following assumption
- Each CMU gather data from 5 sensors, each using 2 byte to represent the value
- Data is gathered at 1Hz
- There are 20 wearable CMU in the fire scene
The overall system throughput required is 1600bps

Radio propagation under the influence of fire in different frequency band
Radio propagation under the influence of fire and smoke is problematic. [2] shows a study on the
effect of fire on VHF and UHF frequency transmission. The distance between transmitter and
receiver ranges between 6m to 17.5m. They have set up fire with different sizes and different
additives to increase the electron concentration.

There is a 5-10dB loss in signal strength in the presence of large fire. As in other propagation
environments, VHF (<300MHz) performs better than UHF.
The most popular frequency used in mesh networks is 2.4GHz ISM band, there is a study in [3]
that studies the effect of fire in radio propagation in 2.4GHz. The degradation is 1 to 3dB, but the
test distance is much shorter compared with the studies in reference [2].
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There are mesh modules available in the market that operate in 169MHz, 434MHz, 868MHz and
915 MHz and 2.4GHz.
Radio propagation under the influence of building material in different frequency band
A report conducted by Ofcom of UK [5] studies the signal loss when radio waves enter a building
with different frequency. One result we can take reference from is a test on a brick mansion shown
below. They measure the signal loss in different locations inside the mansion. They have tested
88MHz, 217MHz, 698MHz, 2.4GHz and 5.7GHz. The biggest signal loss in those frequency are
13dB, 14dB, 16dB, 21dB and 34dB respectively

Frequency band in Hong Kong
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The following is extra from OFCA frequency allocation table [4],
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434MHz, 868MHz, 915MHz and 2.4GHz are license exemption bands. Usage of these bands are
permitted certain radio transmission characteristics are met, like transmission power and spurious
transmission.
We reckon 169MHz would give the best performance, but we will confirm with OFCA about its
usage in Hong Kong.

Link budget Estimation
Here we try to estimate the link budget for the link between two nodes in the mesh network.
One available mesh network module listed in [6] has the following parameter
Transmit power : 20dBm
Receive sensitivity : -112.2dBm at 38.4kbps at 169MHz
Assume we use a 3dB Omni directional antenna, there is a link budget of 20+3+112.2 = 135dBm.
Further assume there is fire and smoke between the two nodes, and there are two brick walls in
between. Using the number discussed about, there will be an additional loss of
10dB (due to fire) + 2x 14dB ( due to building material, using 217MHz data) = 38dB
Therefore, there is still 135dBm-38dB = 97dB left for path loss and other degradation.
We reckon this is enough to cover one link in the mesh network.
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12 Appendix B Performance of different mesh
protocol
The following figures are extracted from [1], showing various attributes of Bluetooth mesh, Zigbee
and Thread protocol.
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